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Novel Optical Trap of Atoms with a Doughnut Beam
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We have constructed a novel optical trap for neutral atoms by using a Laguerre-Gaussian (dough
beam whose frequency is blue detuned to the atomic transition. Laser-cooled rubidium atoms
trapped in the dark core of the doughnut beam with the help of two additional laser beams which lim
the atomic motion along the optical axis. About108 atoms are initially loaded into the trap, and the
lifetime is 150 ms. Because the atoms are confined at a point in a weak radiation field in the absenc
any external field, ideal circumstances are provided for precision measurements. The trap opens the
to a simple technique for atom manipulation, including Bose-Einstein condensation of gaseous ato
[S0031-9007(97)03456-X]
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Since the first successful laser cooling of neutral atom
in 1985 [1], various techniques have been proposed a
demonstrated to slow the atomic motion and to increa
the atomic density. A magneto-optical trap (MOT) pro
vides an easy way to prepare a cold (,mK) and dense
(,1011 cm23) atomic cloud [2], and polarization gradi-
ent cooling (PGC) achieves the sub-Doppler temperatu
[3]. Subsequently, Raman cooling and velocity-selectiv
coherent population trapping further cool the atoms b
low the photon-recoil limit [4,5]. Subsequent evaporativ
cooling of the atoms in a magnetic trap finally realize
Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of a dilute atomic sy
tem [6]. Considerable efforts have also been made to tr
atoms and to increase their phase space density in an
optical method [7–9]. An inverted pyramid trap confined
4.5 3 105 sodium atoms with the aid of gravity, and sub
sequent Raman cooling increased the phase space den
by a factor of 320, which was still 400 times smaller tha
that required for BEC [9].

In experimental research on laser cooling, Gaussian la
beams have been exclusively employed so far. Recen
Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) optical beams have attracted
tention for two reasons. First, the LGpl beams possess
orbital angular momentum along the optical axis whenl
is not zero, wherep and l are the radial and azimuthal
indices of the LG modes [10]. It has been demonstrate
that a macroscopic absorptive particle is rotated by ang
lar momentum transfer from the LG beams [11], and las
cooling of trapped ions with the LG beams has been the
retically discussed [12]. Second, the LGplfi0 beams have a
spiral phase structure, hence the phase is undefined on
optical axis, where radiation intensity must be zero [13
A certain class of LG beams, LG0lfi0, is called a doughnut
beam because in cross section a dark spot is enclosed
a bright ring. This intensity distribution, in conjunction
with the optical dipole force, provides a line of potentia
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extrema along the optical axis. The potential has alrea
been utilized in a trap for a macroscopic dielectric partic
that has a lower refractive index than surrounding mate
als at the radiation wavelength [14].

In this Letter, we report on a novel trap using the L
laser beam. The trap is able to store108 rubidium atoms,
which is the largest number ever obtained by optical dipo
traps. Furthermore, it requires no magnetic field and co
fines the atoms at the point of the minimum optical fie
strength. Therefore, it has great advantages over mos
the conventional traps with Gaussian beams, especially
precision measurement applications which require mi
mum internal level shifts induced by external fields.

We evaluated the dipole force of the novel optical tra
for a rubidium atom in the LG0l doughnut beam blue
detuned to the D2 transition. The potential energy of t
induced dipole force is written by [15]

Usrd 
h̄dc

2
ln

∑
1 1

IsrdyI0

1 1 s2dcyGd2

∏
, (1)

where dc  vl 2 v0 is the detuning between the lase
frequency vl and the atomic transitionv0, I0 is the
saturation intensity, andG is the natural linewidth of the
atomic transition. The intensity distribution of the dough
nut beam is given by

Isrd  P
2l11r2l

pl! r
2sl11d
0

expf22r2yr2
0 g . (2)

Here,P andr0 are the power and radius of the LG0l beam.
Figure 1 shows the calculated trapping potential in t
plane perpendicular to the optical axis of the LG03 beam.
The parameters in Eqs. (1) and (2) take the values ofI0 
2 mWycm2, G  6 MHz, dc  60 GHz, P  600 mW,
and r0  600 mm. From this, we obtain the potentia
barrier of about40 mK, which is high enough to trap the
rubidium atoms cooled to about10 mK by PGC.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4713
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FIG. 1. Cross section of the calculated trapping potent
formed by the LG03 beam in the plane perpendicular to th
optical axis.

We constructed a standard vapor-cell MOT [16] to tra
85Rb atoms. A cell was pumped by a turbo pump and
ion pump, and the pressure was typically1027 Pa. Two
external-cavity diode lasers were used for cooling and
pumping the atoms. The cooling laser was tuned 17 MH
below the5S1y2sF  3d 2 5P3y2sF 0  4d transition, and
the repumping laser was resonant with the5S1y2sF 
2d 2 5P3y2sF0  3d transition. The diameter and inten
sity of the cooling laser were 10 mm and10 mWycm2, and
those of the repumping beam were 15 mm and3 mWycm2.
The diameter of the MOT was 1.5 mm, and the numb
and temperature of the trapped atoms were determined
be3 3 108 and150 mK by a time-of-flight (TOF) method
[3]. The TOF signal was provided by a probe laser bea
with a diameter of 0.4 mm propagating 7 mm below th
MOT. The distance between the probe beam and MOT w
far enough that the initial spatial distribution of the trappe
atoms did not significantly influence the TOF signal.

An LG beam was generated from a Hermite-Gaussi
(HG) beam [17], which was produced by a Ti:sapphi
(TS) laser pumped by an all-line Ar-ion laser. The TS las
consisted of a four-mirror bow-tie cavity, a birefringen
filter, an optical diode, and a thin etalon, and oscillate
at a single frequency of a few-tens-megahertz linewid
A tungsten wire of20 mm diameter was inserted into the
laser cavity, and the position was adjusted to generate
HG03 laser beam. It was converted to the LG03 mode by an
astigmatic mode converter, which was composed of a p
of cylindrical lenses (focal length:f  25 mm) separated
by a distance ofd 

p
2 f.

A schematic illustration of the novel optical trap is
shown in Fig. 2. Precooled atoms are trapped in the da
core of the doughnut beam (2D trap). Because there is
restoring force along thez axis, we add two “plugging”
laser beams to make the three-dimensional optical tr
(3D trap). To generate the plugging beams, we recyc
the doughnut beam which is divided into two beams a
redirected to the trap with a separation of 2 mm. Th
doughnut beam is 1.5 mm in diameter, and the pluggi
beam 0.7 mm. Thus the plugging beam provides a high
potential barrier than the doughnut beam.

The procedure for constructing the novel trap was
follows. Rubidium atoms were first trapped by MOT an
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FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the novel optical trap.

further cooled to10 mK by PGC, which was achieved by
(i) switching off the magnetic field for MOT quickly (less
than 1 ms), (ii) gradually increasing the cooling laser d
tuning from217 to 280 MHz in 15 ms, (iii) reducing the
cooling laser intensity to one-tenth of the initial intensity
and (iv) waiting about 3 ms. Subsequently, the PGC la
beams were turned off, and the doughnut beam was imm
diately introduced into the atomic cloud by opening a m
chanical shutter within 1 ms. The atoms were then stor
in the novel trap.

We used the TOF technique to examine performan
of the novel trap. After a certain period of trapping, th
atoms were released by shutting off the doughnut bea
and the falling atoms were detected as absorption of
probe laser beam. We obtained the largest TOF pe
when the doughnut beam detuning was157 GHz to the
85Rb 5S1y2sF  3d 2 5P3y2sF0  4d transition with the
maximum available power of 600 mW. Figure 3 show
the TOF signals of the 2D and 3D traps under this co
dition. Individual signals were obtained by varying th
trapping time, and the origin of the time axis corresponds
the instant when the trapping beams were turned on. T
first TOF peak is due to the atoms not trapped by the no
trap; the second, to trapped atoms. An asymmetric sh
of the first peak is presumably due to heating and push
of the untrapped atoms by the trapping beams. The sin
TOF peak of zero trapping time corresponds to the ato
initially trapped in the MOT.

We can deduce the number and temperature of
trapped atoms from the peak height and width of the TO
signal. Figure 4 shows the decay of the number of t
trapped atoms as a function of the trapping time. The lif
time of the 3D trap was determined to be 150 ms. T
decay of the 2D trap was faster than that of the 3D trap a
did not fit a simple exponential function. By extrapolatin
the decay line to zero trapping time, we can estimate t
one-third of the atoms in the MOT is initially loaded in
the novel trap. Hence the absolute number is about108.
The temperature of the trapped atoms was approxima
18 mK and almost independent of the trapping time.
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FIG. 3. TOF signal for the 2D (a) and 3D (b) optical traps
Individual traces are obtained by varying the trapping time.

We considered four factors limiting the lifetime of the
novel trap: (i) radiation pressure which accelerates t
atoms towards the1z direction, (ii) heating by random
photon scattering, (iii) drift along thez axis due to the ini-
tial distribution of the atomic velocity, and (iv) collisions
with the background gas. The effects of (iii) and (iv) ar
not important in the present case because the atoms coo
down to 10 mK drift only a few millimeters in 200 ms
and the collision rate at the present pressure is on the
der of 0.1 s21. To evaluate the contributions of (i) and
(ii), we removed one of the plugging laser beams fro
the 3D trap. Removing the laser beam plugging the ho

FIG. 4. Decay of atoms from the 2D (full circle) and 3D (full
square) trap.
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of the upper stream of the doughnut beam does not ha
any significant effects. In contrast, when the other ho
was opened, the observed TOF signals changed rem
ably and became the same as those of the 2D trap. Th
results suggested that the lifetime of the 2D trap was d
termined mainly by radiation pressure. From the dec
curve of the 2D trap, we estimated that the photon scatt
ing rate was,100 s21. The rate determined the lifetime
of the 3D trap: the trapped atoms were heated by stocha
scattering events, and those having kinetic energy exce
ing the potential barrier eventually escape from the nov
trap. This consideration agrees with the fact that the o
served temperature of the trapped atoms is close to the
timated potential height and independent of the trappi
time (Fig. 3).

In the first stage of the present study, we used the LG01

beam for trapping. The lifetime, however, was only a fe
tens of milliseconds, which is shorter than that with th
LG03 beam. The reason was that a lower-l doughnut beam
possesses a smaller dark spot where the photon scatte
rate is small. Therefore, we expect that the lifetime
the novel trap will be considerably extended by usin
a doughnut beam which is not only intense with larg
detuning but also high inl. Such a beam is efficiently
produced from the Gaussian laser beam by a blazed ph
hologram [14]. Experimental study is now in progress.

We have trapped laser-cooled rubidium atoms in
novel optical trap which is composed of the doughnut a
plugging beams. The initial number and the temperature
the trapped atoms are about108 and18 mK. The lifetime
of the trap is 150 ms, which is limited by random photo
scattering. To extend the lifetime of the trap we can u
the PGC, because the atoms are trapped in a dark reg
where the atomic energy level shift induced by the trappi
beams is smaller than that induced by the PGC bea
Experimental results will appear in a separate paper.

The novel trap has great flexibility and potential fo
various applications: ideal circumstances are provided
precision measurements because the atoms are confine
a region of low optical field strength in absence of an
external field. Besides, the 2D trap can be directly appli
as a guide for atoms. Furthermore, the atomic dens
of the 3D trap can be increased easily just by reduci
the diameter of the doughnut beam close to the diffra
tion limit using a system of zooming lenses. Althoug
this compression results in adiabatic heating, a cooli
mechanism such as a PGC works even in the novel opti
trap and removes the heat. We expect the novel trap
increase the atomic phase space density and hopefully
realize BEC.

This work has been supported by a Grant-In-Ai
from the Ministry of Education, Science, and Culture
the Sumitomo Foundation; and the Core Research
Evolutional Science and Technology (CREST) of th
Japan Science and Technology Corporation. We wish
thank F. Shimizu for his loan of an Ar-ion laser.
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